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Anca-Maria Pănoiu: What was the story of the exhibition? How did you come up 
with the ideas and turned them into the actual exhibition?

Bogdan Iancu: I think we got the idea for the exhibition after many years of doing field 
research. The starting point were simply the objects we came across during our fieldwork in 
rural areas – we’d see scythes with handles made out of bicycle bars hanging from the eaves 
of the peasant houses where we stayed or did interviews. We’d see plastic rakes instead 
of traditional wooden ones, rakes whose teeth were replaced because they had been torn 
or lost… This is how we got the idea that this material universe of objects which generate 
hay must illustrate somehow the cultural shifts that the haymaking process is currently 
undergoing. There are also mowers of various sizes which appear here and there…

Anamaria Iuga: For me, it was the article on Transylvania as the land of hay, which 
appeared in a 2013 issue of National Geographic1, which played a very important role. It was 
illustrated only with photographs from Maramureș, each and every one of them showing 
the same kind of haywork, very traditional, with wooden tools, haystacks... In their article, 
they linked haywork to the rich biodiversity in the area and also mentioned contemporary 
shifts, for instance the subsidies granted to farmers. There are many shifts occuring, this is 
why we insisted that the the exhibition’s title be the way it is and on showing how this type 
of work is changing; because haywork is not only auroral, patriarchal, idyllic...

Bogdan Iancu: And what we tried to do in the first place started from the very idea 
that the use of these European subsidies2 is some kind of metaphor for these shifts, 
because subsidy granting is based on digitally generated maps of the parcels. That made 
us think that it must entail a shift in people’s cognitive maps too. The way they perceive 
the landscape changes not because they want so, but because one way or another new 
governance technologies and new haymaking technologies – not only how the actual work 
is done, but also bureaucratic technologies – emerge. And somehow, when people started 
to speak about these maps, it occurred to us that they are different from the cadastral 
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maps, di!erent from the maps in the title documents, even from those drawn by the former 
Empire3. "ese maps are unlike anything they might have used so far. And the idea of 
transition mainly started from this obsession I made for maps. And then there was the 
idea of the “bird’s eye view”, that is the bureaucratic perspective (from satellite/ helicopter) 
which was to be illustrated. Cosmin was the one in charge of staging the maps: namely, 
how  the hay seen from the ground level #ts the hay seen from above, through the eyes of 
the European Union’s bureaucracy.

Anca-Maria P!noiu: As far as I know, the exhibition was pretty composite, from a 
museological point of view. It involved many di"erent types of sources which had to be 
coagulated, melted down in the same curatorial matter. How did you manage this?

Cosmin Manolache: In the #rst place, when Bogdan sent me the mega-pixels– I cannot 
remember how many Giga-bytes of visual data – I had to #nd a way to #t that amount of 
information into the actual available space: a small space, actually more like a passageway, 
and very fragmented, not exactly suited for an exhibition intended as an “X-ray” of a social 
practice. "e features of the museum hall constrained me to structure the exhibition in a 
very particular way. I decided to use some images from our archive4, but also some taken 
by photographer Kathleen Laraia McLaughlin, whom I had met back in the early 2000s, 
when she had come to Romania to do some #eldwork. I had seen her series on traditional 
haymaking and her highly technical approach to the making of a haystack consisting of 
taking photogram by photogram seemed to be the key to designing the exhibition. So I 
kept a frieze for her on a wall which was somehow separate from the other two walls and 
stood out because it displayed photography in black and white, thus imposing a particular 
way of showcasing the practice. I considered that this somewhat technical manner of 
displaying could be extended as a structuring principle for the other images, according to 
categories such as “tools”, “material culture”, and so on and so forth. "e space being very 
small, we had to display them as three or four friezes on the largest wall. "en, to end on a 
slightly di!erent note, on the third wall, we displayed the map of one property consisting 
of a collage of various small photographs capturing di!erent moments of haymaking. As 
for the actual maps, there was a connecting element, they weren’t exactly re$ecting the real 
topography, but they nonetheless enabled the visitor to understand the shi% from one way 
of perceiving the space to another, a much more technical and bureaucratic one. I displayed 
these maps in the centre of the hall – the space had to be #lled somehow, it didn’t seem 
right to me to have all that empty, unresolved room. In addition to that, we tried to create 
a rhythm with the help of a few items: some of them contemporary – regularly seen in 
both village shops and home improvement supplies superstores, as well as some traditional 
tools. And there were also some more photographs. At some point, we drew some kind of 
parallel between speci#c haymaking moments using photographs taken by the researchers 
during #eldwork and old photographs from the Museum’s Image Archive. And the 
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parallel revealed a certain similarity, showing that haymaking hadn’t changed that much. 
I !rmly believe that the exhibition space can “tell” you to some extent how to approach an 
exhibition. You might start out with big plans, but you must reach an agreement with the 
exhibition space.

Anamaria Iuga: We had one additional element in the exhibition, which was played 
only during the opening event: a recording of the sound the grass makes when it’s mowed 
– the rattle ([Ro] clocotici, Rhinanthus minor) rattling. We also played small excerpts 
from interviews, with our interlocutors telling us about the feast days when haywork 
is prohibited. We made5 a fourty-minute collage which we played in a loop during the 
opening event. Only that the exhibition hall being in fact an entryway, we couldn’t keep the 
technical equipment there permanently...

Cosmin Manolache: "e space did not allow us to play with curatorial innovations that 
could pull the visitor into a more suggestive atmosphere, providing information beyond 
the classical media of photography and texts about hay, about the researched areas. It is a 
fact: as exhibition curator, your are pretty much limited by what the space o#ers.

Anamaria Iuga: I remember we had made a recording of the sound of grass being 
mowed one year before, when we did !eldwork with Anna and Tommy6, the Swedish 
biologists with whom we put together the exhibition and gathered all the material. We 
recorded the sound the people made cutting the grass, we made the rattle (clocotici) rattle 
to record the sound it made, we even recorded our host peening his scythe and mowing a 
little grass...

Bogdan Iancu: On one of the vertical maps – hung on the wall, not part of the collage 
– containing extra-high-de!nition photographs of the researched landscapes, we created a 
sort of herbarium. "ese were in fact the plants that make up the hay. I recall that we came 
up with this idea during an exercise we tried with one of our interlocutors: we wanted to see 
how many plants of those we encountered during !eldwork could a local actually recognize. 
And the result was extremely interesting as he was able to recognize very accurately the 
plants that make up the hay, but he couldn’t really tell the names of the plants we had 
picked on the side of the road. And we thought this was still another element we could use 
in the exhibition: the idea of a herbarium comprising the grasses that make up the hay and 
that people recognize.

Anamaria Iuga: Anna and Tommy prepared special texts about those plants they 
considered more important: mountain arnica, rattle (clocotici). And they made comparisons 
with the names of the plants in Swedish and how they are used in Sweden to signal the 
optimum time for mowing, as well as some other qualities. We had about ten di#erent 
plants printed on a paper support so that visitors could browse them the way they would 
have done with a herbarium.
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Bogdan Iancu: !ere were two other important elements. First, the hay bales which 
we brought to Bucharest. We came up with the hay bales idea while doing "eldwork. We 
went to Fundata to get some tools, like the traditional wooden rake and pitchfork, which 
we wanted to display on some kind of a continuum along with plastic rakes, very common 
nowadays – not necessarily to show a break with tradition. And when we got there, we 
couldn’t reach the local guy who had lent us these items because he was away making hay 
bales. And I was somehow intrigued by that, because only one year before, we had found 
him making haystacks, the traditional way. It was his "rst year doing it the mechanized 
way. And this seemed very interesting to me: to render, in the exhibition, this type of 
radical break in haymaking, which is mechanization. !e bales were exactly about that. I 
remember that one of the bales had this plastic bottle – beer or water – in it, and everybody 
reckoned we should take  it out. And then I thought we shouldn’t, because it’s not unusual 
to come accross plastic objects on the hay meadows, and therefore we have to show exactly 
how the things happen there.

Cosmin Manolache: When curating such an exhibition – based on "eldwork and 
research – it is important to leave the result the way it is, not to conceal reality. Had 
someone less familiar with this kind of approach made this exhibition, maybe they would 
have tried to beautify things: hide this, conceal that... But we are not interested in purging 
what could be perceived as strange elements. No, we took them as such. Not merely for 
the sake of authenticity, but because we wanted to highlight this kind of accidents which 
actually happen and are, in the end, natural.

Bogdan Iancu: Plastic bottles are light and it is much easier for people to carry water 
in them, therefore those who really want to understand things from this perspective will 
understand their presence: that these objects are part of these people’s lives because they 
make their work easier, the same way other objects do, which aesthetical approaches tend 
to incriminate too. Naturally, every biologist or any person fond of tradition assumes that 
the biodiversity and the value of these landscapes would last longer if this traditional lore 
were preserved. Not preserved in a folklore sense, but integrated...

Anamaria Iuga: ... in people’s everyday life...
Cosmin Manolache: ... in a 

functional manner. !e locals 
do not care that this is heritage...

Bogdan Iancu: Ideally, 
people should understand that 
maintaining these landscapes 
cannot be done with accounting 
methods, the way you’d do for 
a museum, or as if they were 
natural reserves. !ey can 
only be maintained with the 
help of participative answers. 
!is is precisely what we have 

attempted to capture in both the exhibition and this journal issue: hay as object for 
laboratory investigation. By going beyond the abstract hay of EU policies, we tried to talk 
about real hay. And real hay is the hay with local feedback – it is not to be found in the 
briefcases full of subsidies policies.

Anca-Maria P!noiu: Are subsidies the meeting point of local lore and these policies 
which penetrate the contemporary village? How does the actual shi" from tradition to 
new practices actually happen?
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Bogdan Iancu: !e landscape is regulated by the subsidies. In their attempt to gain 
something, these subsidies standardize. A long time ago, there was a discussion with Anca 
Giurchescu here, at the Museum of the Romanian Peasant, on the C"lu# ritual dance – 
its UNESCO intangible heritage status entails a process of indexing and archiving those 
features of the ritual which are considered speci$c. But what Anca Giurchescu highlighted 
then was that a signi$cant number of features that constitute the ritual’s complexity would 
be removed of this classi$cation. Similarly, many articles describing the subsidizing of 
practices emphasize this very idea: by standardizing, many of the local features disappear.  
For instance, if EU policies impose a strict calendar for haywork, if they provide that the 
anthills must go – in spite of the 
fact that locals use them to mark 
the border between two parcels – 
or the bushes that help stabilize 
the soil must go, or that the 
number of trees should be $%y, 
not one hundred, as elsewhere... 
!e locals begin to cut down, to 
clear, to adapt. And the landscape 
changes. Most interestingly, 
these shi%s are not so obvious 
to the layman. I am convinced 
that when people go and look at 
haymaking, they don’t notice the 
changes. But the fact is that some details change and they make a di&erence. We do not 
perceive them, but they are very signi$cant within that ecosystem.

Anamaria Iuga: And the locals adapt on the go, including the mechanization of 
haywork. If they can a&ord mowers due to the subsidies, they will use them where the land 
permits it. So, why should we require them to use the scythe when it’s much more e'cient 
to do it with a mower? !e same with the plastic rakes – if they $nd them better, because 
the teeth do not tear so easily, they last longer, it’s only that natural that they switch and 
buy the plastic rake instead of the wooden one. !ere was this very beautiful photograph in 
the exhibition, showing a cart in Botiza with a mower in it – the people were coming back 
home a%er a day of mowing.

Bogdan Iancu: Yes, indeed, they couldn’t have carried the mower up those hills without 
the aid of horses! !is is an issue very well captured by that photograph: this sort of bricolage 
between the modern and the traditional, which people make very naturally and of which 
they are unaware. For us it is something astonishing, but for them the cart and the horse 
remain essential, only that from another point of view: as a means to transport the mower.

Cosmin Manolache: !e emphasis was rather on the anthropological dimension, on 
classi$cation-based observation. It was neither the place nor the case to have a poetical 
approach, because the exhibition stemmed from a research, with quanti$able results.

Anca-Maria P!noiu: How was the exhibition received?
Anamaria Iuga: First of all, we insisted very much on opening the exhibition on the 

20th of July, on Saint Elijah’s day, one of the holidays when it is forbidden to do haywork. 
And I remember it was scorching hot – I cannot remember how many Celsius degrees there 
were. And the opening day was linked with Anna and Tommy’s stay in Romania. A%er the 
opening event, the same evening, we le% for $eldwork.

Bogdan Iancu: We got pretty interesting reactions, very much in sync with the spirit 
of the exhibition. If we had had the time back then to stay and discuss with the visitors, 
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to record their reactions, maybe we would 
have put together an exhibition notebook of 
sorts, which we could have used a!erwards. 
Because everybody comes to such exhibitions 
with these... “cultural” expectations.

Anca-Maria P!noiu: Did the exhibition 
manage to shake somehow the audience’s 
poetical expectations?

Bogdan Iancu: "is was exactly what 
we meant by it, to put the social reality in a 
di#erent perspective. Which doesn’t mean 
that ours was a deconstructivist approach! 
We never tried to say that things are no longer 

done the way they used to. Indeed, they still do them the way they used to! What we aim to 
capture are both continuities and ruptures. "ere are many continuities – in this respect, 
there is the transition which Cosmin highlighted by means of the photographs showing 
commensalism: people who stop working at midday and have lunch together, showing 
that not much has changed in fact – they eat the same three or four dishes, right there, 
where they work. So, in displaying them, there was continuity between the black and white 

photos and the colour ones – some kind of historical 
transparency.

Anamaria Iuga: Many people came to the opening 
event... It’s true that the exhibition was not an isolated 
event, there was a sequel to it – a mini-conference or 
lecture which emphasized more the research’s results. 
And a!er that, I remember doing $eldwork when we 
got some telephone calls from someone from National 
Geographic, who asked for further details on the 
exhibition. "is made us happy. "e exhibition was 
promoted by our Swedish partners as well, so it’s going 
to Sweden next year. We took part of it to Bra%ov, for 
a conference concerning mountain areas. And we held 

a presentation there in October 2015. It was not the entire exhibition – only a part of it; 
we only wanted to let people know it existed and to talk a bit about it. And this issue of 
Martor Journal of Anthropology is dedicated to hay, comprising both studies from the 
sociological and humanistic $elds and some belonging to biologists who agreed to write 
interdisciplinarily, going beyond the limits of their jargon.

Bogdan Iancu: Anyway, the 
exhibition and the volume are 
connected. We couldn’t have done 
them at the same time and I reckon 
it wouldn’t have even made sense, 
because we felt that the exhibition had 
become “ripe” then, while the journal 
is di#erent: it requires a di#erent kind 
of “distillation”. But, in my opinion, 
they are both part of the same research 
package. Basically, the exhibition put 
the volume in perspective.
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Anca-Maria P!noiu: Are you planning to pursue research in the same direction?
Bogdan Iancu: We will see what happens next. A new subsidies programme has 

just started, which means that they have agreed on a new !ve-year plan. (CAP is the 
abbreviation for Common Agricultural Policies, the same [in Romanian] as the abbreviation 
for the former communist collective farms [CAP – Cooperativa Agricol" de Produc#ie]; 
from CAP to CAP). $e new bureaucracy is di%erent. Under the agri-environment schemes, 
everybody has to obtain the “unambiguous identi!cation” of parcels by 2018 – those 
parcels are becoming so abstract that in the end they are symbolically alienated. Namely, 
some of the locals get the feeling that they are, in fact, the state’s employees on their own 
land. $is is a very interesting issue with 
respect to property, which becomes blurry in 
the way emphasized by Katherine Verdery. 
It is similar to what happened in the 1990s, 
during the land restitution process – the 
actual land returned to its former owners 
was not the same which had been seized by 
the communist regime during the 1960s. 
$e same here: you have your land that you 
know you own, with a particular shape that 
you know topographically,  but a&er the 
mapping, you end up with a di%erent size and 
features. And so these people feel alienated 
from their land, they feel it no longer belongs to them, because someone else makes the 
decisions about the shape and how to work that land – they always have to rely on external 
standards. And this creates some kind of ambiguity about ownership: if it’s mine, why am 
I not the one making the decisions from one year to the next? $e subsidies programmes 
block it for !ve years. $is is very interesting. $e programmes give !xity to the land, the 
parcels become set in stone, and if they make any changes in that particular scheme, they 
may have to give the money back, some kind 
of penalties arise. And, in my opinion, this 
is one of the most radical shi&s. Most of the 
areas I’m talking about were not even subject 
to the communist collectivization process. 
But now, twenty-!ve years a&er the fall of the 
communist dictatorship, what do you know, 
we’ve got a a !ve-year plan like back in the 
communist days!

Anamaria Iuga: On the other hand, 
many of the new rules frighten the locals. 
Last year we met people who, when asked 
which lands they had enrolled in the 
subsidies programmes and what type of subsidies they received, confessed that they had 
decided to keep some of their land out of the programmes.

Anca-Maria P!noiu: Are there any local practices by which people try to circumvent 
the EU subsidies rules?

Bogdan Iancu: $ere are some resistance practices. It is only natural that social 
practices, which have their momentum, to create room for resistance. We were asked this 
question at a conference, because our presentation seemed to say that these people were 
oppressed: but they do nothing to resist? Yes, they do, but the decisions are simple: they 
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simply don’t enrol their land in the subsidies programmes anymore. As an illustration, one 
of our interlocutors showed us a non-subsidized parcel with plum trees in his yard, saying 
that he wanted to make brandy that year. It’s true that, two years a!er our conversation, 
meadow-orchard combinations became eligible as well.

Anamaria Iuga: And this social practice generates a mosaic-like landscape, very 
beautiful... We wanted to include more photographs to illustrate that, but we didn’t have 
enough space in the exhibition. We really loved that – at least in Maramure", in Botiza, 
we took so many photographs with land parcels seen from very far, from the opposite hill, 
from so many points in the village! #ey were extremely beautiful and illustrative of the 
situation: they don’t simply make hay there – some corner is cultivated with corn, or some 
potatoes, or some beans, or some clover. #erefore it is used for both cultivation and hay. 
And on small parcels – because of the topography of the region – this looks extremely 

beautiful.
Anca-Maria P!noiu: Do all these 

transformations result in some sort of 
local folklore? Did you come across such 
phenomena while doing "eldwork?

Bogdan Iancu: Yes, of course, there 
is a local folklore in the making, but it is 
mostly the result of the fact that only a very 
small number of people are subject to these 
checks – a maximum of 7%. #e pedagogies 
are lacking. Because nobody explains to 
them why the subsidies program includes 
a Crex Crex policy that targets a bird [the 
corncrake] which lives only in some regions 
of Romania, while regions where it doesn’t 
live also get Crex Crex subsidies. #ose 
in charge of the program were supposed 
to disseminate this policy throughout 
Romania, but they had no idea what that 
bird was actually called. Because the 
documentation does not mention its local 
name, it only mentions Crex Crex. #is 
kind of situation leads to folklore such as: 
the satellite guys. #e checks are no longer 
done with the help of satellites; as of last 
year, they use helicopters. But locals keep 
talking of the satellite guys. In fact, as the 
actual control is carried out only in 5-6% of 

the cases, there is a lot of room le! for speculation. It is some sort of Chekhovian situation: 
the character waits for a control which fails to happen... so he eventually commits suicide. 
Control is a form of getting to know each other, but since it only happens to 5-6% of the 
subsidized landowners, the rest of them wait and keep asking themselves what are those 
things for which they might get penalties.

Photo credits: Marius Caraman, Anamaria Iuga, Tommy Lennartsson
Exhibition sketches by courtesy of Cosmin Manolache.
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